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* Adobe Photoshop CS5 * Canva * Gimp Chapter 5 Creating Professional-Quality Invitations In This Chapter Identifying the tools of the trade Making your own invitations Finding
great-looking cards When you're at the point in a relationship where you want to get the conversation started by asking your significant other, family, or friends to your place, a
professionally designed invitation is a prerequisite. Even if you're presenting a small dessert at your friend's house on a casual get-together or a cocktail party at your apartment
to a small group of close friends, you want to make a good first impression. That means your invitations need to be creative, unique, and memorable, and they need to look great.
In this chapter, you discover how to use Photoshop to create invitations that are professional in appearance, with the correct level of sophistication, and on a budget that works
for you. And you get started on your invitation artwork by creating a template that you can then use when making your actual designs. I also explain how to find invitations that fit
your needs and budget. You learn to print your own invitations, and I show you how to shop for cards on the Internet. Photoshop Is a Raster-Based Image Editing Program When
you open Photoshop you see a screen similar to the one shown in Figure 5-1. This interface is Photoshop's default view. Photoshop may look like any other raster-based image-
editing program, but what sets it apart from the others is that it also offers layers and lots of editing options. Most people come to Photoshop because they know how to create
raster images, such as photographs and clip art. These types of images contain pixels as the smallest individual units that make up the photo. The pixels define the colors and
shades of each photo. Photoshop also has the capability of creating and editing vector images or illustrations (artwork that is created in a vector format, such as Adobe Illustrator
or Freehand). This chapter explains how to create and edit vector images, but first you get to know the basics of using a raster-based program. **Figure 5-1:** The Photoshop
interface allows you to work on multiple layers and scale and rotate your artwork. Photoshop is the standard for graphics professionals. When you create a raster image, your
file's pixels are based on the dots and lines that make up the
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Photoshop is the market-leading graphics editor, but you can’t use it for everything. Choose the right tool for the job to get more done. Photoshop vs. Photoshop Elements
Photoshop CS6 or Photoshop Elements 13 (formerly known as Photoshop Express) The jury is still out on if using Elements is a good or bad idea, but Elements 13 seems like a
much better version than Elements 11. It’s faster, can edit RAW photos, can use most of the same tools as CS6, and it’s easier to find, organize, and edit files. The best features
from Elements, including its split photo editing tool, are included. You can use this feature to create a new source file in the app and edit that file as a separate file, or just edit the
first image in the sequence you want, then copy the resulting file into a new place in your library. Built-in editing tools and features Common features of Photoshop, Photoshop
Elements and Photoshop Express used for editing photos: | | Edit → Canvas Size | | Edit → Mode | | Edit → Adjustment Layers | | Edit → Image Size | | Edit → Sharpen | | Edit →
Adjustment Brush | | Edit → Blur | | Edit → Edits | | Edit → Curves | | Edit → Lighting → All Effects | | Edit → Animation | | Edit → Filters | | Edit → Gradient Fill | | Edit → Paths | | Edit →
Vector Brushes | | Edit → Live Paint | | Edit → Layers → New Layer | | Edit → Layers → Drop Shadow → Custom Options | | Edit → Layers → Mask | | Edit → Layers → Pattern | | Edit →
Layers → Pattern → Fill Color | | Edit → Layers → Pattern → Pattern Options | | Edit → Layers → Pattern → Pattern Options | | Edit → Layers → Transform → Scale | | Edit → Layers →
Transform → Skew | | Edit → Layers → Warp | | Edit → Layers → Polygonal Lasso | | Edit → Layers → Transform → Perspective | | Edit → Layers → Warp | | Edit → Layers → Warp →
Selection | | Edit → Layers → Warp → Transformation | | Edit → Layers → Warp → Transformation | | Edit → Layers → Warp → Transformation | | Edit → Layers → Warp →
Transformation | | Edit → Layers → Warp → Transformation | | Edit → Layers → Warp 388ed7b0c7
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12 May 2018 09:43 AM By Kamal Ola Three teenagers were killed and a four others injured after a seven-storey building collapsed in a village in Nigeria's Plateau State. A local
source revealed that the accident occurred when the youths were searching for a stolen phone in one of the houses in the remote village of Shinkalmu in Konta Local Government
Area of the state. The source, who spoke on condition of anonymity, said the boys were inside one of the houses when an upper storey of the building collapsed on them, killing
the three teenage boys instantly. The deceased were identified as Asuwa Mudade, 16; Akpo Emmanuel, 15; and Gbrimya Samson, 14. Five other youths were trapped under the
debris while three of them were rescued by the villagers. The youths were rushed to the hospital where one of them died while two others were still admitted in the hospital. A
team of National Emergency Management Agency (NEMA) and police was dispatched to the village to assist with rescue operations while a technical team of the National
Emergency Management Agency (NEMA) was also mobilised to provide light electric generator for rescue operation. The accident comes barely a day after a six-storey building
collapsed in Ode-Ekiti, Ekiti State, killing two people and injuring a woman. The incident occurred when the six-storey building collapsed suddenly at about 9pm at the Elegua land
in Okokomaiko village under Ode-Ekiti Local Government Area, according to Eyitayo Olumide, the spokesman of the state Emergency Management Agency, OSM. The spokesman
said the building collapsed as the owner was constructing another building for his friend. The accident occurred as a result of heavy rain at the time of collapse. The
infrastructures in many parts of Nigeria’s Niger State continue to vandalised. The infrastructures were vandalised within the past few days, partly as result of Igbo youths fighting
for political power. The Igbo youths are presently rejecting their former Governor, Dr. Mallam Ibrahim Gov. Darius Ishaku of Ebonyi State. Some of the youths were killed while
others have been arrested and handed over to the police. The ongoing onslaught of high profile attacks on infrastructures in the state has been frowned upon by the police.
However, they
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Before training camp begins, we’re taking a look back at the previous four training camps to see how players have developed. Just like last time, I picked out a player that I’m
surprised went undrafted and how he’s performed in the CFL so far. Ryan Dinwiddie, D, Hamilton Tiger-Cats: Interestingly, Dinwiddie had his lowest output of his career in 2017,
which is why I picked him here. But after his terrific camp last year, he has continued on that same path this season and is primed to have a breakout year. I am really excited for
the season to get underway. Read More: I also selected a player that is starting to gain some traction. We’ve seen Jorden Nelson, John Gill, and Ryan Smith get some looks before
being cut. I think this young group could be a productive group in the back field. It is also possible we see a training camp breakout with one of these guys this year. Tyler Holmes,
DL, Hamilton Tiger-Cats: In the more conventional pass rushing depth chart, Holmes has been able to shine with some sacks this year. If we had to compare Holmes to a player
that is perceived to be a draft pick this year, I’d say Elijah Taylor. Holmes has the same level of play as Elijah Taylor has in the past in Toronto, while also having a comparable
stat line this year. Tyrell Crosby, LB, Hamilton Tiger-Cats: When I have watched Crosby, he’s shown versatility, comfort and fluidity when playing in the middle. This will help him
with the new motion defence. Like Holmes, Crosby has a similar stat line to Taylor in the first three games. Crosby also did some positive reviews and should be a solid pass
rusher in the team’s 4-3 base defence. Osenieks, OL, Montreal Alouettes: Last year I was not a fan of Alsa Osenieks, but I actually liked what I saw in the pre-season. Osenieks has
been playing much better this year and I really like him. One of my biggest concerns is his age, but he is quickly becoming one of my favourite players in the league. Quincy
Ruffin, WR, Montreal Alouettes: With 10 catches for 191 yards, he’s been productive for Montreal and has been a pleasant surprise
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